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"Half ingenuous and half wily, winningly hard to pin down. The result is a kind of everyday fantastic. Dalton
nails the Walserian trick of evincing a sincerity nearly indistinguishable from irony. The effect is a poised
instability, more uncanny than the magic the stories sometimes describe."
-Bookforum

"Dalton handles her narratives with a deft skill and a keen, distinct, confident voice that never eases up,
never ceases to surprise, leaving readers happy to experience her intriguing world up close. Just the way we
like it."
-Brooklyn Rail

"[The stories] feel like brilliant sexual fairy tales on drugs. Dalton writes of self-discovery and sex with a
knowing humility and humor."
-Interview Magazine

"'Pura Vida,' about an emotionally unavailable journalist on assignment to cover a sloth clinic in Costa Rica,
is a standout, its final moment between woman and sloth arriving with breathtaking lightness, like the first
flower of spring. Other memorable outings include trips to the Missouri Ozarks ("Wet Look"), the Alps
("Shrub of Emotion"), and the Painted Desert ("Baby Geisha"), with men and women on the verge of, but
never quite reaching, psycho-sexual breakthroughs."
-Los Angeles Magazine Critic's Pick

"[Baby Geisha] pokes fun, it's satirical, there's an underlying delicious irony to it, and the telling parts are the
ones where Dalton coins names, cuts down trees with her paragraphs, gives us just a touch of the absurd...
Dalton's skill as a writer, and above all her expertise in choosing words that play into a darker cultural
picture--an offsetting of America's natural high!--are not to be missed here."
-Fanzine

Baby Geisha is a collection of thirteen sexually-charged stories that roam from the Coney Island Ferris wheel
to the Greek Isles.

True to Trinie Dalton's form, the stories in Baby Geisha are distinctly imagined while also representing a
more grounded approach in the author's style. There's the Joan Didion-obsessed starving journalist of "Pura
Vida," struggling to maintain a relationship with her performance artist sisters (or anyone, for that matter),
on assignment in Costa Rica to write an article on sloth-hugging. "Millennium Chill" is about a woman who
discovers that her body heat is mysteriously linked to that of an elderly beggar.

Baby Geisha serves to support Dalton's reputation as a remarkable stylist and a very original artist.
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From reader reviews:

Mark Hernandez:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive right now, people
have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and
notice by means of surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated the idea for a
while is reading. Sure, by reading a book your ability to survive increase then having chance to stay than
other is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading any book, we give you this Baby Geisha book as
nice and daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Peter Wilson:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them household
or their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or playing
video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a new
book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent all day every day
to reading a guide. The book Baby Geisha it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of people who
recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough space
bringing this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book out of your
smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book offers high quality.

Cora Snyder:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this Baby Geisha publication written by
well-known writer who really knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who all
read the book. Written with good manner for you, leaking every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate
your own hunger then you still doubt Baby Geisha as good book not merely by the cover but also by the
content. This is one publication that can break don't judge book by its handle, so do you still needing yet
another sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already said so why you have to
listening to an additional sixth sense.

Timothy Rhine:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. So you know
that little person just like reading or as reading through become their hobby. You must know that reading is
very important in addition to book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to include you knowledge,
except your own teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update concerning something by book. Different
categories of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them are these claims Baby Geisha.
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